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Soo-hee is recovering in the hospital while Shin-bee disappears. Shin-bee's older brother tries to

convince Shin-bee to quit soccer. The rivalry continues on the field as Shin-young disguises himself

as the school nurse to spy on the other team, specifically Shin-bee. Young adult.
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Even though So-Jin's soccer team lost the futsal game against the boy's team things are still looking

up. Shin-Bee was hospitalized after the match after being stricken down with a heart condition but

she seems to be recovering. Meanwhile, Chae-Young reveals her grandfather's plans to start a girl's

soccer league starts with forming a team at Han Shin High School. All the girls that participated in

the match against the boys are the prime candidates to form the core of the new Han Shin team.

The problem is going to be that not all the girls are sold on the idea of joining up. Across town, the

nationally ranked Gai Leung Private School soccer team is set to be Han Shin's first opponent.

They're known for being tall, tough, and strong. Shin-Bee's brother has also come on the scene and

his mission is to get his sister to stop playing soccer no matter what.Overall, I really enjoyed this

third volume except for one element. One of Gai Leung's players seems like a reject from a Street

Fighter videogame. She goes around beating up guys, and in a typically sinister pose, likes to lick

blood off of her fingers after she's beaten down someone. The whole sequence involving her

seemed so out of place with the rest of the series. Otherwise, I love these books. Jae-Ho does an

excellent job with the game panels, conveying all the excitement and movement without any



movement. Usually, the best arcs of series like this are the early ones where the team is being

brought together and tested and it's no different here. The character designs are functional but the

eyebrows which are sometimes as big as the hands of Big Ben can be a little jarring. The

character's personalities are what really sell the book for me though. Great sports comic.

My daughter, who is 15 and loves all things soccer, begged me for this series of books. I gave in,

and I'm very happy I did so! They're fun, clean, and sports-oriented for girls without making a big

deal out of that fact. Highly recommended, along with the "Gothic Sports" manga series.

This item was just as described and it was a decent price.But it was extra late in being delivered.
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